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Generalized oscillator strengths for dipole-forbidden transitions in Cn I, Zn II, and Mg II
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Accurate electron-impact difFerential cross sections for various optically forbidden transitions in

Cu I, Mg n, and Zn Ii are used to calculate apparent generalized oscillator strengths (GOS's} in the
electron-impact energy range 15&E&100 eV. Most curves of the GOS versus momentum

transfer squared, K, appear compatible with the Lassettre-limit theorem. Extrapolation to the
optical oscillator strength values is meaningless for the 15-eV curves of Mg tr and Zn II for which

the unphysical region is significant. The GOS minima, where they exist, near E ~0 are extreme-

ly important in assessing whether a given transition is interpretable in terms of the Born approxi-
mation.

INTRODUCTION

Electron-impact excitation cross sections for atoms
and ions are important in such diverse 6elds as high-
temperature plasmas in laboratory and astrophysical sys-
tems, laboratory fusion plasmas, and lasers. Difkrentisl
cross sections which are very sparse for ions provide a
stringent test of theoretical calculations when they are
compared with measurements. The diN[culty of the mea™
surements of the excitation cross section, both
differential and integral, necessitates the implementation
of reliable cslculstional procedures applicable to various
collision systems to guide measurements.

Relative differential electron-impact cross sections
have been measured and contrasted for the resonance
snd the first optically forbidden transitions in MgII,
ZnII, and CdII. ' MgII lines are better diagnostic of
solar and stellar atmospheres ' and CuI is a potential
laser material. Multistate close-coupling (CC) difFer-

ential cross sections have guided the 6rst measurement'
for inelastic excitation of an ion by electron impact snd
used to resolve most of the discrepancy between experi-
ment snd calculation for Cu I. CC differential cross sec-
tions have also been calculated and contrasted for Cut,
ZnII, and MgII. The need for the transformation of
the measured relative cross sections to absolute cross
sections and for s deeper understanding of excitation as
the nuclear charge increases from low to high Z values
have generated increasing interest in small-angle inelas-
tic electron scattering at low snd moderate impact ener-
gies.

Particularly interesting is the theoretical investigation
using multistate CC difkrentisl cross sections of the
limiting behavior of the generalized osciBstor strength
(GOS) as K ~0. The GOS concept has been suggested
for use in converting the measured relative differential
cross sections to absolute values, through Lsssettre's
limit theorem, which established the connection be-
tween electron impact spectroscopy and optical spectros-

copy, using optical oscillator strengths. The reason is

that the latter are readily available for many dipole al-

lowed transitions of ions and atoms; whereas reliable

theoretical difFerential cross sections are generally

diScult to obtain. Recently, the GOS procedure has

su6ered a serious drawback. Resonance transitions in

CuI, MgII, and NaI, ' reveal GOS's that are incompa-

tible with the Lassettre limit theorem, particularly at

small values of E.
In this paper we compare and contrast the GOS

versus K, at small values of K, for optically forbidden
transitions in Cu I, Mg II, snd Zn II. The purpose is to
assess the applicability of the GOS concept to optically
forbidden transitions near EC ~0 at small and moderate
E values. To calculate the GOS, we use the multistate
close-coupling differential cross sections for forbidden
transitions which were obtained simultaneously with the
resonance differential cross sections, which have been
used already to test the Lassettre limit theorem. The
present calculation is therefore at the same level of accu-
racy as our previous resonance results.

For Mgu the five states 3s S; 3p P', 31 D, 4s S, and

4p I" were coupled. In the case of Cu I and Zn II, four
states were employed, coupling the 4s S, 3d 4s D,
4p I', and 5s S, and the 4s 5, 4p I", 3d 4s D, and
4d D states, respectively.

THKGRY

The GOS f,„(K) is related to the Born differential
cross section, (dtrldQ), „by"' [atomic units (a.u. ) are
used throughout]

f,„=(bE/2)(k, /k„)K (do /d0), „,

K =2E[2 b.E/E —2(l bE/E)—' cos8) . —

AE, ko, snd k„are the cxcitstk)n energy snd the elec-
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FIG. l. Apparent generalized oscillator strength, fG versus
momentum transfer squared, E (a.u. ), for the optically forbid-
den MgII 3s~4s transition. The curves in the 6gure are 15
( ~ ~ ~ ~ ), 40( ———), 70( ~ - ), and 100eV ( ) impact en-
ergies.

FIG. 2. f,G against E' (a.u. ) for the Zn II 4s ~41 transition:
15 ( ———), 40 { ), and 100 eV ( ~ ~ ~ ); and the MgII
3s ~3d transition: 15 eV ( ).

tron momenta before and after collision, K and 8 are the
momentum transfer and the scattering angle. E is the
total energy of the system.

I.assettre et al. have derived the limit theorem on the
GQS

applicability of the limit theorem to ionic species, transi-
tion processes„and collision energies.

RESULTS

lim f,o(K)=f,
K~O

(3)

where f is the optical oscillator strength. They claim
that Eq. (3) must hold for collision processes at any ener-

gy irrespective of the applicability of the Born approxi-
mation. Clearly, at K =0, f,„(K)=f. A major prob-
lem, however is the manner in which the limit is ap-
proached and how to effect extrapolation through the
unphysical region to E =0.

In practical application of Eq. (1), (do ldQ)~„ is re-
placed by the experimentally determined value
(do/dQ), „. Normalization of the measured relative
difFerential cross sections is then achieved through the
use of Eq. (3). Vuskovic, Trajmar, and Register' have
discussed the difhculty associated with the practical im-
plementation of Eq. (3). In oul theoretical 1nvcstlgatton
of the limit theorem, we replaced in Eq. (1) (do. /dQ), „
by the calculated multistate close-coupling values. Since
our di8'erential cross sections are absolute, the calculated
f,„(K) are also absolute. Thus our close-coupling
differential cross sections can provide a good test of the

Figure 1 shows f,„versus K (a.u. ) for the Mg I1

3s~4s transition at E =1S, 40, 70, and 100 eV. The
well-known minima' in the GOS are evident. Their
magnitudes have nonzero values as expected, suggesting
incompatibility of the transition at the energies with the
Born approximation. Note that the 1S-eV curve has a
deeper minimum compared to the 40- or 70-eV curve,
and that the various curves fail, contrary to conventional
wisdom, to merge to a single curve as K ~0. The 15-
eV curve extrapolates to a value for f+0 which is com-
pletely wrong. Its interpretation on the basis of the
Born approximation would be completely erroneous. As
E increases from 40 to 100 eV the value of the maximum
decreases, the minimum becomes deeper, and the ter-
mination point of the GOS approaches the f,„axis, con-
sistent with the Lassettre limit theorem for dipole-
forbidden transitions.

Figure 2 shows the GOS against E for the ZnII
4s~4d transition at 1S, 40, and 100 eV. Also displayed
is the GOS for the MgII 3s~3d transition at IS eV.
The behavior of the ZnII curves is essentially the same
as for the Mg II 3s~4s transition. For the 40- and 100-
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FIG. 3. Curves A and 8 are results for f,G vs E' (a.u. ) for
the dipole forbidden transition as 4s~3d'4s2 of ZnII at 1($
and 50 eV, respectively. Curve C represents the result for the
dipole forbidden Zn II 4s ~5s transition at 50 eV.

FIG. 4. The data is for the Cu I 4s~3d 4s' transition: 20
( ), 60( ~ ~ ~ ~ ), and 100 eV ( ———}.

eV curves, the positions of the minima (not shown) are
roughly at E -2 a.u. Here also, the minima have
nonzero values; more so than in the case of the MgtI
3s —+4s transition. Even at 100 eV the Born region has
not yet been realized. This is consistent with the obser-
vation that any deviation of the minima from the exact
zero measures the departure from the first Born approxi-
mation. Both the 15-eV curves exhibit strong non-Born
behavior, and their extrapolation, using whatever formu-
la, leads to a completely wrong f value.

Plots A and 8 in Fig. 3 give f,„versus E for the
dipole-forbidden transition 4s~3d 4s of Zntt at 100
and 50 eV, respectively; curve C represents the result for
the ZnII 4s~5s transition at 50 eV. Curve 8 shows s
minimum at about E =0.75 a.u. and a maximum near
E =0.11 a.u. For curve A the magnitude of the max-
imum has decreased, the minimum has almost disap-
peared and the overall curve has flattened and decreased
by about an order of magnitude compared to curve 8.
Curve A has the interesting feature that its nonzero
value minimum is a manifestation of the inappropriate-
ness of the description of the excitation process in terms
of Born approximation even at this high an energy.
Kim and Cheng' arrived at a similar conclusion for Na.
The unphysical regions for curves 8 and C are
significant for comfortable simple extrapolation to
E =0.

Figure 4 gives the results for the CuI 4s~3d 4s
transition. All appear to be consistent with the Lassettre
limit theorem. Note, however, that the 100-eV curve of
CuI differs considerably from that of ZnII. In CuI the
3d 4s level is below the 4p and in Zn II the two levels

are reversed and, thus have quite diS'erent b,E values in
either system. The 100-eV curve extrapolates readily to
E =0 since the unphysical region in this case is small.
The last value of E, corresponding to the greatest value
of f,„ for the 6-eV curve, is evaluated at a fairly large
scattering angle, -85', in comparison with the 20- and
100-eV curves.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

For the Mgtt 3s~4s optically forbidden transition,
the characteristic minima for the GOS are evident.
Their departure from exact zero value is a manifestation
of the inapplicability of the first Born approximation to
the transition at the impact energies considered here.
The deeper minimum by comparison with the others ex-
hibited by the 15-eV curve is fortuitous. The MgII
3s ~4s, the Mg II 3s~3d, and the Zn II 4s~4d transi-
tions at 15 eV all are strongly non-Born, have significant
unphysical regions, and their QOS's cannot be extrapo-
lated to the optical oscillator strength. The Cu I
4s~3d 4s transition curves appear compatible with
the Lassettre limit theorem, even, surprisingly, the 6-eV
curve.

%e conclude by noting that the rmnirna, where they
exist near E ~0, are extremely useful in assessing
whether a given transition at a given E is interpretable
in terms of the Born approximation. Therefore, except
for the CuI results, most of the transitions st the ener-
gies considered here are strictly non-Born type since
their corresponding minima in the region K ~0 deviate
from exact zero values. Also, the present data and the
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resonance results for MgII bring into focus the ques-
tion, first raised by Huo' and again addressed recently
by Bonham and Gorucanthu, ' concerning the limiting
slope (df„ id@ )s. o. According to Huo, ' for dipole-
allowed transitions it becomes infinite at all 6nite impact
energies and does not obey the Born approximation.
Needless to say, that confusion abounds here, and ~hat
is needed is a careful theoretical investigation of the
GOS as E ~0 outside the Born approximation ap-
proach. %e believe that analysis of the limiting behav-
ior of the GOS as I( ~0 at small and moderate ener-
gies, using the latter approximation, may not lead to a
better understanding; but rather to more confusion. Fi-
nally, it is hoped that the varied results of this paper

representing diferent atomic and ionic transitions at
selected small and intermediate electron impact energies
manifest some possibilities for optically forbidden transi-
tions.
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